Intense gains don't come easy. Even if your regiment includes the best formula on the market, it still
takes hard work, dedication, and determination. Those looking to push their bodies to the edge of
what is possible, though can use every little advantage they can get.
Luckily what transform supplements can offer to those unstoppable individuals is a formula that is
anything but little. We wanted something simple but powerful. Something that will get anyone
excited when they start their cycle. We know we've succeeded.
We think the key to this success, like all of our products, is quality. We knew from the start what we
wanted to include in this formula but we weren't happy with the products or the sources already
available. So we found a dedicated supplier to exclusively manufacture for us with quality at the
forefront. In addition we independently test everything we receive to make sure that you get what you
paid for.
What you are paying for is a powerful trio of Halodrol, Phera Plex, and Tren. It's not hard to find all of
the pros of these three anabolic supplements. Halodrol (4-chloro-17a-methyl-androst-1, 4-diene-3-17bdiol) is simply the best for mass gains. Phera Plex (17a-Methyl-etioallocholan-2-ene-17b-ol) is the best
for strength and is the closest legal product you'll find to methyl 1 test. Tren (Estra-4,9-diene-3,17dione) is the closest legal product to Trenbolone and is used for both strength and hardness.
Each of these compounds alone are good for extreme gains but the combination is remarkable. The
effects are nearly immediate, are long lasting, and have less of a drop off after a cycle.
But one of the best things about all three of these supplements is that they are not affected by
aromatase and cannot be converted by the body into estrogen. That means that you can be assured
that what your taking is going towards building muscle and not nasty side-effects like gyno.
Still we think this formula works best when taken with our Post-Cycle formula. This is a great formula
but to see the longest, most-lasting effects, cycle and use it as directed. We know anyone serious
about their sport will find this product can keep up with the demand.
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